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About This Game

As John Singleton Mosby, one of the Civil War's most interesting and dynamic leaders, you are charged, not with leading vast
armies into battle, but with commanding small bands of skirmishers, scouts, and guerilla fighters on opportunistic missions to
scout, ambush, steal supplies, and harass a larger and better-armed force of Union soldiers, in this game of turn-based strategy

and real-time tactical combat for the PC.

Missions and their objectives are randomized, so you'll need to approach each game differently, carefully planning your strategy
for success. You draw your soldiers from local towns, then, through hard-won battlefield experience, transform them into

fighting men — scouts, cavalry, rangers, and riflemen. Between battles you'll invest in local towns, so they can serve as field
hospitals, stables and munitions caches, helping to keep your forces fit and able to fight, and so that they remain confident and

supportive of your ongoing efforts and willingly supply men to fight for your cause - and as the war rages on this becomes
increasingly challenging.

Throughout the campaign your progress is tracked, with a full report of your accomplishments provided at its completion. Can
you build a name for yourself, just like Mosby?

  

Turn-based Confederacy Level with unit and resource management 

Units live in towns that you can influence to support your goals
Availability of units for specific missions is dependent on their town's support for you
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Your interactions with towns, as well as casualties you send home to them, changes the face of the region

Real-time tactical combat missions

Enemy unit concentrations and mission objectives are randomized for replayability
Focus on reconnaissance and stealth tactics
Units under your command vary in terms of base stats as well as "attributes" they earn as they level
You choose who to take into combat and within a given mission you must work with those units to complete the mission
(there are no unit-spawning buildings that give you replacements in battle)

Randomized units that gain specializations over time with experience

Emphasis on each unit as a real soldier rather than the expendable, nameless units of a traditional RTS
Each campaign starts with a small group of veteran units mixed in with raw recruits whose homes are chosen at random
Though most of the units come into the world as raw recruits, your ability as a leader to cultivate them into effective
Rangers, Riflemen, Cavalrymen, and Scouts (each of which have their own strengths and weaknesses) will be key to
your success
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recomended by PurpleTurtle. The plastic flying disc originated as an improvised use of pie tin lids with one popular pie and
cookie chain lending it's name to the generic term for the item (which we wont be mentioning here). In any case it's pretty
certain that neither the early pioneers, the trade mark holders or partipcants in the ubiquitous college sport "Ultimate [redacted]"
had realised the full potential of the flying disc as a versatile weapon.

XMPT games have stepped up and filled that gap, one part damaging projectile, one part deflective shield and one part useful
item to trigger things the flying disc is used to it's full potential in the pixelart adventure. Using speed, agility and 3 circular
pieces of plastic a range of heroes must defeat hordes of minions, and bosses for some reason that probably isn't important.

With a cool retro style, core mechanics somewhat reminiscent of speedball and a host of level specific special rules I'd
reccomend everyone to quit playing catch and start creating some kind of large weather patern of plastic circular things.. IT'S
ZOMBIES. ON A PLANE.

Like, seriously, guys, what did you even expect?

The bad reviews don't lie. This game is not good. It's ugly, the performance is crappy, the topic is completely hideous,
the achievements are random and overall, I cannot tell any specific reason for you to play it.

But why do you do it then? You can not for real tell me that a game titled "Zombies on a Plane" could be anything
groundbreaking. It's ment to be trash, but you won't understand it. If you take it with the humour the programers
must have had during the development progress, this becomes actually quite enjoyable for a few hours.

Did they anywhere, at any point, ever do some wrong advertising? I don't think so. It's your own fault to be
disappointed, as a human should be able to relate to what such a game has to offer.

And it really is nothing more then they say: Shoot endless hordes of Zombies. On a plane. Over and out.

Sure, the price may be quite questionable, but nobod wants you to buy it. You will be really happy without this game,
but on the other hand, if you buy it, stop complaining it's not worth it.

Of course it is not!

IT'S ZOMBIES! ON A PLANE!. An awesome little indie game with interesting and hilarious dialogue, and it's
supercheap and priceworthy.. I'm sure the people who develop this game, worked really hard on the new Alpha 17
update. However, I'm here to tell you that even though they worked so hard, they flopped pretty hard with me and
apparently many other. If you decide to get this game or re-download it, try out 17, see if you like it. Then, when you've
decided that you want to play the superior version, go ahead and opt into the prior version Alpha 16.

17 makes the game look, admittedly, prettier. That's about all it does right though, unfortunately.

Skip the ----- if you don't want to read an experience I had that I turned into sort of a lax DnD role play thing.

-------------------------------------------------

You spawn in this world with nothing but your browning undergarments. You have nice, cool, clean, singular, bottle of
water and a can of food. That'll tide you over until you can find something else... probably.

You head off in any direction, more than likely straight for any little cottage or building you see. There has to be some
goodies in them, right? While you're heading toward a cozy little cottage in the middle of a snow strewn wasteland,
you're taking the liberty to punch every bush and rock you see. While occasionally, sifting through piles of trash that
seem to litter the ground everywhere. You spot a zombie or two and for you first timers, you may be a little wary. Don't
sweat it, give them a wide birth and they'll ignore you entirely.
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You're coming up to that cottage now, it doesn't look so cozy up close. And for some reason, when you get close, your
framerate drops drastically, wonder why that is? (I'll explain later) You start to walk around the building looking for
any opening you can get through. Meanwhile, a pesky zombie vulture is pecking the back of your head. Every time you
turn around to deck him in the Toucan Sam looking mother f****** face of his, he flies off, only to come back as soon
as you turn your head... Oh! You spot a little opening you can get into, cool. You jump up on a trash can and launch
yourself into the safety of a completely boarded up cabin.

You take a second to look around and you realize that this place is a mess. Broken crap everywhere, old boots lay all
over the place, dust, cobwebs, bodies, and... Oh, bodies. Wow, a LOT of bodies. All 6 of these bodies start to stand up
even though you haven't made a damn noise. You turn around to go back out, but nope, there's scantily clad nurse
zombie who got her ninja zombie cosplay mixed up because she's coming right at you and you didn't hear a damn
thing. You take off toward the other zombies weaving in and out, realizing that even though you weren't paying
attention to that Muhammad Ali documentary, you've clearly took something away from it.

You turn a corner and race upstairs, jumping over a gap in the floorboards. You get upstairs, and zombies are coming
out from under dressers and behind doors and what the hell is this house of horrors!? Alls you wanted was some damn
pants and maybe a bagel! You race into a room at the end of the hall and you slam the door behind you. Well, screw
you, because this game has continuity. Three more zombies were in this one little single suburban size bedroom because
of course they are, why not? At least there's an open window. You'll take your chances leaping off the second story and
impaling yourself on the white picket fence that Dolores just HAD to have put up one summer. You run to the window
and jump.

You land on your feet without even bending your knees. That's really bad for them, you know? Toucan Sam has seen
better days, he's stuck in the window you first jumped through. Poor thing. You take off running because all 40 of the
zombies that were in that 3 bedroom cabin have been ready to leave for awhile, by the state of the place. They decided
that your succulent, juicy, naked thighs are the final straw. They're bashing through the front door as you take off up a
mountain.

After a few minutes of running you turn around as you see the zombie aimlessly stumbling about, not knowing which
way is up. You catch your breath and drink your water. You plop down on a rock and dig into your can of store brand
baked beans. And, as you're sitting there, with nothing but your underwear, you realize all that you're now completely
out of food and water. You have no clothes and you went through that whole ordeal, you have absolutely nothing to
show for it. You stand up and head for the next building, to repeat this, ad nauseum.

----------------------------------

The game gets boring fast when the only thing the developers want you to do is run around and kill zombies. They've
changed the whole dynamic of survival building, to kill zombies, loot, next building. The developers have gone out of
their way to make sure any base you build can be easily destroyed. Somehow, these zombies with dying brains are more
intelligent than a lynch mob of rocket scientists. They go for structural supports, they can detect your heat signatures
from quite literally, miles. If you're trying to hide during a blood moon, forget about it. They know where you are. This
has always been a thing though, not just A17, but with each update it gets worse. You found a way to stay safe from
zombies on a bloodmoon? Best not to post it on the forums or they'll patch it, because screw how you want to play it.

The game lags really bad when you're in a building near a group of zombies. Which is every building now. There's no
building in this game that doesn't have zombies occupying some sort of space. Zombies on the floor, on the beds, under
tables, on top of shelfs, in air ducts, etc. They're everywhere and there's 10 minimum per building. I assume it lags
because the new zombie AI and their attempts at pathfinding to you. (1060, 6700k, btw and it didn't lag in the previous
update on high. Now it lags on medium-low settings) So, when you're first starting out and you have nothing but your
trusty wooden club. It takes you like 15-20 minutes to clear out a small building and that's if you're not interrupted by
wondering zombies. If you're unlucky, then you're screwed. Time to make another club to clear out the next building
and if you don't have a decent setup before nighttime when the zombies go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, you're screwed. You can try just running into buildings, looting a few
things while dodging zombies. As a person who has played and beaten Battle Toads solo without cheats,
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is hard to do without getting hit, stunned\/infected if you're unlucky, then
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mauled.

There's just too much zombies now and it's not that I don't want there to be zombies or a sense of urgency. I just want
to be able to loot buildings without constantly having to kill zombies. Like, get this, a zombie game where killing
zombies gets tedious and boring within the first 30 minutes. Does that sound like good game design to you?

Anyway, 9\/10.

Seriously though, A17 4\/10
A16 7\/10. Cool idea, unusual gameplay, survival is great but a bit laggy for my laptop.

P.S.: after update 5 survival isnt laggy anymore. thanks, devs!. when i played it it was bad but it is really nice that you
work your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of for this game and it makes me want to play it
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It's just weird having domestic pets in your zoo. Especially since the cats and terriers don't have a limit to the amount they
tolerate in their group like the other animals. You end up with a massive amount of them even when keeping just a breeding pair
and sterilising the rest and keep getting messages that they are on the verge of dying of exhaustion, even though I have several
shelters for them to rest in, the only animals I've seen that die from exhaustion have been cats, terriers and turtles not sure why?
And the weird thing is they aren't listed as an animal for the petting section. So removed the cats and terriers and put much
better animals in their place such as the lions and tigers since I was running out of space.

 Only the old german herding dog is worth having out of the dlc as it has an group limit of 8 and does not suffer and die from
exhaustion and it looks cool as well being rather wolf like.. Pros:
- really cheap
- Panda Trueno
- Drifting feels good
- E U R O B E A T

Cons:
- missing some kind of challenges
- needs more maps (please add mountain Touge)
- Eurobeat starts playing after restarting race even when you muted it
- missing multiplayer \/ 2 player splitscreen

For this price it's a steal. Buy it NAO!. Pros:
Gaius Julius Caesar.
Seasons and Turns make sense in this DLC.
Delves a bit deeper than the base game into the gallic factions.
Fun to play, more immersive than the base game.

Cons:
Technology tree makes little sense, icons and buffs are strange.
Some path issues, funnelling a problem.

Overall: Second Best DLC you can own. Especially with all the new factions and units added.. ABC Coloring Town is a game
for kids, where you're coloring drawings of items or animals beginning by the letter represented at the house you're currently
stopped at.

Each drawing has the name of the item or animal on it. You have two coloring modes: one with a paintbrush and one with a
color pot. In other words, the color pot allows you to paint an area respecting its outline. For the paintbrush, you can choose its
size. On the side, you have a cube rotating, showing also the progress of your coloring.

And that's all. Once exiting, you're moving suddenly to the next house, whether you're finished or not with your drawing. And
you can't go back. Nope, you're forced to follow the alphabet. And once you're back at the letter (after Z, you're back at A), the
drawing is different. It's impossible for you to save and come back later or to find again the drawing unless being lucky.

The only pertinent audio is the letter being pronounced, because not coloring a picture is still rewarded by an "Excellent" or an
"Awesome". The description of the game is confusing with Basic English prononciation. So don't expect the words to be spoken.

Despite the great idea to associate a word to its picture, the rest is just so frustrating that I largerly prefer Discovering Colors -
Animals, even with its major default of not having any word. At least, you can come back when you want to the game, you have
a little animation, three modes and a better presentation.

Even the cute music or the 3D house and village aren't saving this software of a thumb down. Avoid this, even with a discount.
And while I'm an adult, I can see the disappointement for kids that have to interrupt their coloring and can't resume it.. I
shouldnt have more than 50 Hours in this game

Edit: THERE IS A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING JOJO REFRENCE. artic cruise - eh, fine for an hour or two, but really
lacks FUN compared to the main game
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tl;dr me crying about death wish

now, The Death Wish (aka 'lol just git gud or use PT loser haha') - overall, a nice spin on old levels with an addition of "hella
cool" challenges (don't get me wrong, some levels\/candle challenges are truly fun and let you experience some unobvious game
mechanics, that's just not so much of it as you would expect) and gives you a VERY EPIC opportunity to
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yourselves with harder versions of old bosses and, oooh boy, that's where the shid
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of this DLC slumbers. i get that is what this mode is all about - torturing oneself to
get that sweet-sweet moments of finally beating the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er (or level) who you wasted on your precious time and nerves, and that's fine. but locking
(which hurts me the most) full game completion behind this game mode is just beyond me. what about rewards? well just use
PT and you're good to go pal. also, i don't get why PT doesn't autocomplete the contract anyway, since doing them on 'easy
mode' comes down to basically you playing the same old levels from the base game, but with more time wasted, hooray!

final thought: everything would be great if death wish were just a SEPARATE part of the game, without intercoursing with
it. for masochists of course. Eurobeat : Yes
Toyota 86 : Yes
Amazing Dorifto Skills : No

Best game 2012. Ugly to look at, awful to listen to, terrible to play.
One of 4 games by this dev to be released today that all look exactly as terrible as eachother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/WLM4ec_LyiU. Pretty typical line strategy\tug of war game with endless possibilities for overleveling and
grinding. There are no hotkeys, though. Well, buy one — get one.
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